Economic load dispatch (ELD) is an important optimization task in power system. It is the process of allocating generation among the committed units such that the constraints imposed are satisfied and the energy requirements are minimized. There are three criteria in solving the economic load dispatch problem. They are minimizing the total generator operating cost, total emission cost and scheduling the generator units. Each of the above criteria is used with the following constraints such as power balance constraints, generator limit constraints, valve point coefficients and emission constraints. In this paper the Improved Tabu Search (ITS) solution to economic dispatch problem is very useful when addressing heavily constrained optimization problem in terms of solution accuracy. Results obtained from this technique clearly demonstrate that the algorithm is more efficient in terms of number of evolution to reach the global optimum point. The result also shows that the solution method is practical and valid for real time applications. In this paper an Improved Tabu Search (ITS) algorithm solves economic load dispatch (ELD) power system problem of three generator system, six generator system with emission constraints and thirteen generator system with valve point effect loading.. The Improved Tabu Search (ITS) algorithm was used to check the validity, quality of the solution and the results are tabulated. The validity and quality of the solution obtained using proposed Improved Tabu Search (ITS) based economic load dispatch method are checked and compared with
INTRODUCTION
Energy management has to perform more complicated and timely system control function to operate a large power system reliably an efficiently. In electric power system operation, the objective is to achieve the most economical generation policy that could supply the local demands without violating constraints. Thermal stations, during power production, burn fossil fuels that generate toxic gases in their effluent and these become a source of pollution for the environment. Lack of planning while generating
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Department of Electrical & Electronics Engineering S.R.M University Chennai India power puts the economical aspect in jeopardy. Within a plant, however, there are no transmission loss units; rather pollution exists due to emission. The cost minimum condition corresponds to minimum cost with considerable amount of emission. Similarly, the emission minimum condition produces minimum emission with higher deviation from minimum cost. These two conditions cannot be implemented simultaneously. Hence, the feasible optimum corresponds to a small deviation in cost with an allowable tolerance in emission taking into account emission constraints and this has been termed emission constrained economic dispatch (ECED). Economic dispatch is one of the most important problems to be solved in the operation of power system. The traditional method such as lambda iteration method, the base point, the participation factors method and gradient method are well known for the economic thermal dispatch of generators. All the methods as well known for the economic dispatch problem as a convex optimization problem and it assumes the whole of the unit operating limit (P min ) and the maximum generation limit (P max ) is available for operation. This paper work deals with the economic scheduling problem namely the economic thermal power dispatch. In seeking the solution for the economic dispatch problem (EDP) the main aim is to operate a power system in such a way to supply all the loads at the minimum cost. The solution technique which is applied to the economic load dispatch is Improved Tabu search (ITS) method. The basic idea of the ITS approach is to use adaptive memory structures and associated strategies to explore the search space of feasible solutions by means of a sequence of moves. The simplest version of this method only makes use of its short term memory process. The elements of the more from the current solution, to its selected neighbour are partially or completely recorded in the Tabu List to forbid reversal of the replacement in future iterations. Without his assurance, the search would cycle between the first encountered local optimum and its neighbour. Considerable success is achieved for short term memory, which makes use of frequency information and more advanced principles. This influences the effective implementation of Improved Tabu Search. A good deal of literature is available pertaining to the topic of research considered in this thesis. The traditional method of solving economic dispatch problems such as lambda-iteration and gradient method requires the unit input-output curves of generators. However, these curves do not increase monotonically due to prohibited operating zones. Hence, the traditional dispatch algorithms cannot be directly used to optimize such non-linear cost function. Wong suggested the Evolutionary programming [4] for economic emission load dispatch with non smooth fuel cost and emission level functions treats economic and emission as competing objectives for optimal dispatch, which requires some form of conflict resolution to arrive at a solution.
Assuming that the decision maker has imprecise or fuzzy goals for each of the objective functions, the multiobjective problem is transformed into a minimax problem, which is then handled by the simulated annealing technique. Khamsawang and Pothiya have suggested a novel method on simple Tabu search algorithm (TSA) to solve economic dispatch (ED) problem for thermal power plants, which we call Distributed Tabu Search algorithm (DTSA) [5] . It consists of thirteen generating units with valve point effect fuel functions. Basu analyzed the dynamic economic emission dispatch [6] is an extension of the conventional economic emission dispatch problem that takes into consideration the limits on the ramp rate of the generating units. The multiobjective problem is converted into a single-objective optimization by goalattainment method which is then handled by particle swarm optimization method. Muralidharan and Srikrishna have studied dynamic programming recursive approach for the Emission constrained economic dispatch [7] presented a multiobjective and multi stage decision making problem has been solved analytically without the familiar lambda iteration method. The optimization algorithm has been developed with a sequential dynamic programming model. The salient feature of this technique is that all the former conventional procedures have been avoided completely. Whei-Min Lin and Fu-Sheng Cheng implemented an Improved Tabu Search Algorithm [8] for economic dispatch with non continuous and non smooth cost functions. Modified Tabu Search generates new population from one candidate and usually converges to local optimum very quickly, for ITS vectors with fitness score good enough would be used as candidates to create new solutions regardless of Tabu restrictions. The theory of tabu Search has been well developed an Improved Tabu Search Algorithm (ITS) to make Tabu Search more practicable in real valued systems.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
The objective of solving the economic dispatch problem in electric power system is to determine the generation levels for all on-line units which minimize the total fuel cost and minimizing the emission level of the system, while satisfying a set of constraints. It can be formulated as follows:
The economic dispatch problem can be modelled by
Where FT is the total fuel cost
is the fuel cost of generating unit i
Fuel Cost Function
The fuel cost function of a generating unit is usually described by a quadratic function of power output P i as:
Where a i , b i and c i are the cost co-efficient of unit i
Valve Point Effect Loading
To model the cost function of generators in a more practical manner, valve point effect is considered where the input-output curve is not linear but consists of ripples as a result of the sharp increase in losses due to the wire drawing effects which occur as each steam admission valve starts to open. The cost function is obtained based on the ripple curve for more accurate modeling. Thus the equation (2) can be modified using a sine function to model the ripples to valve point effect as
Where g i and m i are the valve point effect co-efficient of unit i
Emission Equation
The Emission equation of a generating unit is usually described by a quadratic function of power output P i as:
Where d i , e i and f i are the emission co-efficient of unit i
Emission Constrained Cost Equation
The Emission constrained cost equation can now be formulated as: 
Power Balance Constraints
The total generation must supply the demand Ʃ ( P i ) = P D (9) Where P D is the load demand
Generator Limit Constraints
The power generation of unit "n" should be between its minimum and maximum limits. P n min < P n < P n max (10) Where P i min is the minimum generation limit of unit i P i max is the maximum generation limit of unit i
IMPROVED TABU SEARCH ALGORITHM
An Improved Tabu Search (ITS) search is a higher-level method or strategy for solving optimization problems. The ITS approach can be imposed on any procedure whose operations produce a sequence of moves that lead from one trail solution to another. Each move is obtained from a set of available alternatives that are be evaluated by one or more functions that measure their attractiveness in some local sense. Applying to the optimization problems, the ITS starts at some initial solution and then moves to a neighboring solution. A neighboring solution is generated by a set of admissible moves. At each iteration the method moves to the best solution in the neighborhood of the current solution. The best solution of all stages is sorted as the new best solution and used as forward initial solution for every stage. Finally, the searching of all stages has completed their solutions, applying the global updating to select the best solution. The details of the ITS is applied to ED problem are given in the following Algorithm. 
EXPIREMENTS AND RESULTS
The power system economic dispatch problem based on the concept of Improved Tabu Search method has been tested on 3-generator system, 6-generator system and 13-generator system. Multiple generator limits and total operating cost of the system is simulated in order to evaluate the correctness as well as accuracy of this method. The first test system consists of 3-generating units with various demand of 200-400 MW. The cost coefficient, emission coefficient and generating limits of the 3-generator system are shown in table (1) .The second test system consists of 6-generating units with various demand of 500-1100 MW. The cost coefficient, emission coefficient and generating limits of the 6-generator system are shown in table (2) .The third test system consists of 13-generating units with total demand of 2520 MW. The cost coefficient, valve point coefficient and generating limits of the 13-generator system are shown in 
SIMULATION TEST RESULTS
The Improved Tabu Search Algorithm is used to solve the Economic Dispatch problem for 3-generator test system, 6-generator test system and 13-generator test system. The simulation is carried out using c++ software. The total operating cost and emission level of system is minimized. The computational results  of table 4 and table 5 consists of three generator test system and six generator test system respectively, shows that ITS fuel cost functions value and emission level is less than conventional methods. The computational results of table 6 consist of thirteen generator test system. It shows that ITS fuel cost function with valve point effect loading is less than HNN, GA, TSA and DTSA. The test system data produce the better result for 3-generating units, 6-generating units and 13-generating units. It concludes that the total fuel cost and emission level is minimum in Improved Tabu Search Algorithm compared to other techniques with considering fuel cost functions, valve point effect functions, emission equations, emission constrained cost equation, power balance constraints and generator limit constraints. In comparison of the test system, it can be seen that when a large scale problem, ITS can clearly obtain solution better than other methods and converges to near global minimum with less search account. figure (2-5) . It involves a detailed comparative study for the best optimum configuration. The claims of some of the recent reports provide near optimal solution for large computationally intensive problem. Many of the hybrid algorithms only help to improve the solution accuracy. But this proposed algorithm is very well defined and the solution accuracy is excellent is conformity with the conventional techniques. The results show that Improved Tabu search Algorithm (ITSA) can converges to near global minimum with less search account. It is high efficiency than other methods. Thus, it obtains the solution with high accuracy.An Improved Tabu search algorithm has been developed for the economic thermal power dispatch problem of electric generating units. The algorithm was implemented and tested on 3-generator test system, 6-generator test system and 13-generator test system.Improved Tabu Search Algorithm is an efficient tool for the economic scheduling for generating units with the given generator constraints and other data. The quality of the solution shows that an improved Tabu Search offers a promising viable approach for solves the economic thermal power dispatch problem. The solution is analytic in nature with high accuracy involving less computational time. Its use for any online application becomes boundless. The numerical results have shown the performance and applicability of the proposed method.
